NEW HISTORY FROM AUCKLAND

Kinds of Peace
Maori People After the Wars, 1870–85
Keith Sinclair

This succinct and lively book explores the complex political, social and cultural reactions of Maori to the wars of the 1860s. Keith Sinclair discusses religion and prophecy, the King movement, Maori committees, Maori entry into the parliamentary system and the Hawkes Bay Repudiation movement. Drawing heavily on Maori sources, he uncovers some previously neglected areas of nineteenth-century New Zealand history and draws attention to a number of formidable Maori personalities who played significant roles in these difficult years.

$24.95

Singer in a Songless Land
A Life of Edward Tregear, 1846–1931
K.R. Howe

A major biography of a pioneering public servant, scholar, poet and social critic. Kerry Howe writes a masterly study of a gifted and influential figure who was one of the founders of the welfare state in New Zealand.

'an admirable book'  
W.H. Oliver, Dominion

'a fine book on a very timely subject'  
Rollo Arnold, Evening Post

$39.95
A POPULAR VISION
The Arts and the Left
in New Zealand 1930-1950
RACHEL BARROWMAN

"This well-researched and well-written book shines a light into some forgotten corners of our cultural attic ... the left-wing cultural movement which identified with socialism, was internationalist in outlook, and which flourished in the late 1930s under the impetus of the rise of fascism and the threat of war — the so-called Popular Front.

'In New Zealand, as elsewhere, this movement atrophied in the post-war era of growing affluence and Cold War sentiment, but for a time it was surprisingly vigorous, innovative and well supported. . . .

'[R.A.K.] Mason, and Tomorrow's main contributor H. Winston Rhodes (the most articulate theorist of the left cultural movement in New Zealand), emerge as the heroes of this story.' — Peter Simpson, NZ Herald

'Barrowman's discussion focuses not on the development of literary nationalism that has so attracted other commentators, but on the cultural milieu in which the artists of the period were living and working. . . . A Popular Vision is thorough and informative, and Barrowman's lively readability makes the most of a good story.'
— Simon Garrett, Dominion Sunday Times

Paperback, 287 pages, $34.95

DISPUTED GROUND
Robin Hyde, Journalist
Introduced & selected by
GILLIAN BODDY & JACQUELINE MATTHEWS

Novelist, poet, journalist, Robin Hyde increasingly has been recognised as a major figure in New Zealand letters. This book brings together for the first time the best of Hyde’s journalism. Alongside extracts from the now out-of-print Journalese (1934) are previously uncollected articles and reviews on subjects ranging from the Treaty of Waitangi to the Spanish Civil War, from the Queen St Riots to China. The biographical introduction offers a fuller picture than we have hads of this remarkable writer, drawing on interviews, letters and the work itself.

Paperback, 424 pages, $34.95

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
PO BOX 600, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
NEW ZEALAND ELECTORAL ATLAS

Alan McRobie

The regular revision of New Zealand’s electoral districts lies at the heart of its electoral politics. This book describes and analyses the process of electoral redistribution, and provides maps and associated statistical data for every redistribution since the first districts were promulgated in 1853.

"...a careful, historical assessment of the geographic and demographic changes to electoral boundaries...a thoroughly worthwhile resource.”
N.Z. Listener, 8/10/90

Originally published by GP Books at $44.95.
Now available at $19.95 (incl. p.&p.)

From the Sole Distributor:
ENTREPRISES
P.O. Box 31-046, Christchurch.

ALSO AVAILABLE: Alan McRobie, Defining Electoral Districts:
Three Essays on Electoral Redistribution $6.50 (incl. p.&p.)
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Ignoble savages and other European visions: the La Pérouse affair in Samoan history  JOCELYN LINNEKIN
Presbyterian missions and women in the South of Vanuatu, 1848-79  M. JOLLY
Rubbish man: the underdog in Maenge society, Papua New Guinea  M. PANOFF
The role of Moral Re-Armament in the Rorovana land crisis of 1969  N. COOPER
Court or village? Settling disputes in Yap 1950-79  SHERWOOD G. LINGENFELTER
The Samoan White Sunday: a conjecture  ALAN P.F. SELL
Mission influence and labour migration  SYBILLE GUNDERT-HOCK
An account of the islands of the Ladrones  MARJORIE DRIVER
Totaram Sanadhya’s ‘Story of the haunted line’  BARRY SHINEBERG & BRUJ LAL


A Healthy Country
Essays on the Social History of Medicine in New Zealand
Linda Bryder (Ed.)
Little has been written on the history of medicine in this country. Focussing on the medical profession, hospitals, public health, and women’s health A Healthy Country sets each within the broader social, economic, and political context. Linda Bryder’s ground-breaking book will be absorbing to historians, laypeople and those in the health arena.
August 1991, $29.95

Minding Children, Managing Men
Conflict and Compromise in the Lives of Postwar Pakeha Women
Helen May
Helen May’s study of two generations of Pakeha women draws on interviews and contemporary media commentary. She reveals surprising areas of similarity and difference in the expectations and experiences that have defined women’s views on motherhood, childrearing and sexual equality. A fascinating book.
October 1991, $29.95

The Book of New Zealand Women
Ko Kui Ma Te Kaupapa
Charlotte Macdonald, Merimeri Penfold, and Bridget Williams (Eds)
With some 300 biographical essays, and nearly 200 illustrations, this is a major reference book for women’s history in New Zealand.
$45.00

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER